
 

 

Animal Receiving Meat Traceability Software 

Schedule and receive animals with Symphony’s Live Animal Receiving application. This application has 
functionality for both standard kill and custom kill animals. Configurable fees can be assigned to custom 

kill animals upon receiving. Animal categories and animal types can be defined in Symphony. This allows 

Symphony to handle the receiving of all types of animals like beef, pork, goats, sheep, and other exotic 

animals. Symphony is also able to weigh receiving lots and print lot tags for lot tracking. 

 

 
 

• Receive Standard or 
Mixed Lots 

• Assign Lots as 
Custom or Standard 
Kill 

• Assign Custom Kill 
Charges and Fees 

• Configurable Animal 
Receiving and 
HACCP Questions 

• Capture Receiving 
Lot Weights 

• Animal Lot Tracking 
 

Capture Key Lot Information 
In the office or on the plant floor, a user can create a new animal receiving 

lot in Symphony. Symphony will track the vendor or customer, and how 

the animal was shipped to the facility. The receiving lot is marked as 

standard kill or custom kill, and custom kill fees are assigned as required. 

HACCP truck receiving questions can be answered if applicable. Then the 

user can indicate how many and which type of animals are being received. 

Same animal or mixed animal lots can be received through the application. 

Once the receiving lot is saved, Symphony can capture the weight of all 

the animals in the receiving lot, or it can simply just print a lot tracking tag 

for the receiving lot.  

 

About Carlisle Technology 

Since 1985, Carlisle Technology has provided integrated information 

solutions for the food processing industry. Carlisle's reputation is built on 

providing configurable, off-the-shelf software; tightly integrating it with 

high-quality hardware components; and standing behind the entire 

solution with full implementation and on-going support. 
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